Austrian authors such as Stifter and with the German Vormärz would have been more productive. Similarly, the use of quotes from nineteenth-century encyclopedia entries to illuminate the signifi cance of gender and gender roles in Grillparzer's era appears to be a strategy to avoid the complex critical literature on the topic. Another problematic issue is the literalness with which Anders interprets Grillparzer's characters. She ignores, for example, linguistic codings that provide interpretative signals to the dialogues, e.g., the use of the Austrian idiom versus northern "High" German. Looking beyond the surface structure of Grillparzer's dramas might further reveal that the opposition of East and West, while it is present throughout, is less important than that of North and South, of Catholic Austria and Protestant northern Germany. Anders's use of the terms "Ostler" and "Westler" (36) is particularly misleading since it evokes the German post-Wende situation and modern conditions. A discussion of space in Grillparzer would at least need to include Grillparzer's own views on the subject in his diaries and notebooks. Finally, Anders gives no consideration to rhetoric, preventing an assessment of irony and satire, author position, and circumstances such as censorship that shaped Grillparzer's dramatic practice.
All this notwithstanding, Anders identifi es and describes two structural dramatic models that deserve attention. Dramas that follow the structural Model I were conceived between 1817 and 1848 (the majority of Grillparzer's dramas), structural Model II applies to two later works, Ein Bruderzwist in Habsburg and Die Jüdin von Toledo. Anders argues convincingly that in Model I dramas the characters endangering a particular dominant order are forced by representatives of this order to end their transgression, while in the later dramas disorder, heterogeneity, and confl ict constitute the norm and the order. While the former works end with the return to an order that, Anders maintains, the text defi nes implicitly as normative, in the latter works struggle and guilt are assumed to be part and parcel of life itself, and no alternative to them is shown to exist. In digressions to a variety of briefl y introduced nineteenth-century discourses Anders demonstrates how uncomfortable Grillparzer's late dramas were and are since they negate the notion of a moral world order and expose the constructedness of allegedly "natural" concepts such as male and female, sickness and health, sanity and insanity. The order to which all of Grillparzer's main characters ultimately aspire is elusive-in Model I dramas it can be achieved with great diffi culty, in Model II dramas that is impossible.
Anders's ". . . der Zündstoff liegt, der diese Mine donnernd sprengt gen Himmel" makes for stimulating reading despite the cumbersome title and pronounced methodological weaknesses. Her individual interpretations are engaging and thoughtprovoking, and her observations on the structure of Grillparzer's dramas are certain to inspire further research.
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